CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

This chapter focuses on two points relating to the results of the data analysis and discussion after conducting the research. Then, the conclusion and also suggestions can be taken from the research are as follows:

A. Conclusion

Based on the research at the eleventh grade of MAN 2 TAPIN and analyzing the data, the researcher would like to give the conclusion as follows:

1. Students Ability in Finding the Main Idea of English Test

   Based on the result and discussion explained in chapter IV, the students’ ability in finding main idea of English text is in fair category, it can be seen from the mean score, the result of interview with English teacher and the result of students score test.

2. Students’ Difficulties in Finding Main Idea of English Text

   Based on the result and discussion explained in chapter IV it has been found that there are five difficulties in finding the main idea of English text in Class XI (IA 1 and 2) at MAN 2 Tapin, these are: 1). There were 4 students who have lack of the interest in studying English, 2). there were 10 students lack of vocabulary knowledge, 3). there were 6 students have the difficulties in length of the sentence
and the last 4). there were 6 students have poor reading strategy. 5). there were 10 students had problem in understanding meaning.

**B. Suggestion**

Reffering to the conclusion above, the researcher proposes some suggestion to the students and the teacher as follows:

1. The students must practice simple materials. This is particuraly important because they may feel insecure when they are asked to stop giving equal attention to every word.

2. The material should contain no language difficulties at all. The students need to be introduced to parts of the paragraph, so they can stop classifying which one is major points and which is specific information.

3. The English teacher must revive students’ interest toward reading. The teacher needs to introduce interesting materials such as stories to meet students’ attention.